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COVID-19 UPDATES

As of the weekend of June 19/20, 2021 the dispensation from the Sunday Mass obligation has been lifted in the
Archdiocese of Boston. (The dispensation was lifted in the Ordinariate of the Chair of St Peter several months
ago.) The obligation does not apply if you are ill or have been exposed to Covid-19. You may choose not to
receive Communion. More Covid-19 update information is on page 91 and on our website under Worship.
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SAN JUAN SALAMO

HEN I WAS TEACHING in Boston in the early
1990’s I became something of
a surrogate dad for three Guatemalan boys, Edgar, Domingo,
and Norme. I found out about the
tragic disappearance of their father, José Úrsulo Vasque, and the
fact their mother, Catalina Méndez sold her land in order to send
her sons to “safety” in Boston.
When Norme was deported I went
to Guatemala and met his mother.
She is a saintly woman who takes
care of the old church of St John
the Baptist in the village of San
Juan Salamo. She places flowers
in it in memory of her husband
and the other men who were murdered at the same time.
After the trip I wanted to do
something for the little church. I
had recently been to Houston for
the consecration of the new Anglican Use Church of Our Lady of
Walsingham (now the Ordinariate
Cathedral). Back in Boston, taking Domingo with me, I visited
the church’s architect, Ethan Anthony. Mr. Anthony introduced us

temala City. On my second trip
I delivered the font to Salamo.
(You can read about it in an article titled “A Font for Salamo” in
Anglican Embers magazine, Vol
1, Number 2, Whitsuntide, 2004).
The font is dedicated in memory
of José Úrsulo Vasquez and Companions.

to Rafael Aycinena, an architectural
student from Guatemala, who had
also worked on the church project in
Houston. Rafael designed a baptismal font in the style of an old English font, with images of the seven
sacraments based on drawings by
Rita Strow, a parishioner of the Congregation of St Athanasius. The font
was built by Rafael’s uncle in Gua-

My third trip was last year. I
spent six months away from home
on a pilgrimage, driving from
Massachusetts to Texas, visiting
Ordinariate parishes along the
way, and delivering my theological library to the House of Studies
at the Cathedral in Houston. I also
visited the grave of St Athanasius
parishioner Dr. Terry Maltsberger
in Dilley, Texas. Terry and I had
encountered a statue of St Caralámpio when we visited Nuevo
Laredo, Mexico after the Anglican Use Conference in San Antonio in 2001. (I wrote about St
Caralámpio in an article titled
“A Saint for Three Continents
in Contra Mundum, (Volume V,
Issue 7, February 2003). At Co-
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mitán de Dominguez in Chiapas,
Mexico, during his festival in February 2020, I kept the novena to St
Caralámpio for help raising funds
to restore the old church of San
Juan Salamo in Guatemala.
That was my next stop. I asked
the Bishop of Jalapa, the pastor
of the parish, and the council of
catechists in San Juan Salamo for
permission to raise donations for
the purpose of restoring the old
church. Edgar Méndez and I visited the architect Rafael Aycinena
in Guatemala City to discuss the
feasibility of restoring the church.
And now I come to you.

to Saint Athanasius and specially
designated for “San Juan Salamo.” We will deposit these gifts
in our archdiocesan savings account until such time as they can
be applied to the restoration project. David’s pilgrimage book, 143
pages, is full of color photographs
and you will find his account a
fascinating read. Many thanks for
considering a gift to this outreach
effort.
Father Bradford

SAINT THOMAS
THE APOSTLE

Would you be willing to join in
this project of restoring the old
church of San Juan Salamo before
it deteriorates more and is a total
loss? To anyone donating $100 or
more I will send as a thank you, a
copy of my book: Perigrinaci6n
en Tiempos Recios, A Pilgrimage
in times of COVID-19. This is my
travel journal from September 30,
2019 to March 28, 2020.
Many thanks for your consideration.
C. David Burt

A NOTE OF
ENDORSEMENT

I

COMMEND THIS APPEAL
to you. David Burt is a former
Episcopal priest, convert and long
active in the affairs of the Anglican Use and the Ordinariate. From
this article you will recognize the
many connections we have with
this Guatemalan church. Contributions should be made payable

T

HOMAS THE APOSTLE
brought the Gospel to the subcontinent already in the 1st century.
For centuries the story of his journey and adventures has been told
in song and verse by Indian Christians, and to this day it enjoys a
kind of canonical status.
The tale of Thomas’ journey to
India is found in an ancient Syriac
document, the Acts of Thomas,
written in the 3rd or 4th century.
According to this work, after the
Ascension of Jesus the Apostles
drew lots to see who would go to

which part of the world to preach
the Gospel. India fell to Thomas,
but Thomas said he did not know
the language of the people living there and refused to go. But
Jesus appeared to him in a dream
and told him to make the journey.
Soon afterward Thomas met a
wealthy merchant from India with
orders from Gundaphar, a king
in Punjab in northwestern India
and Afghanistan, to bring back
skilled architects and builders to
construct, a royal palace. Thomas
agreed and when he arrived the
king provided money to build the
palace.
But when Thomas learned of the
poverty of the people in India, he
used the king’s money to serve
their needs. Not a prudent decision! On the king’s return Thomas explained that he had spent
the money to heal the sick, drive
out demons, and teach the people
about the true God. Understandably, the king was outraged but
Thomas was rescued from the
king’s wrath when his deceased
brother appeared to him in a
dream to say that he saw a copy of
the palace in heaven. Soon afterward the king decided to become
a Christian. The people followed
and were anointed with oil and
baptized, and Thomas celebrated
the Eucharist. He then went on a
journey to other places in India.
Robert Louis Wilkens
¶ This excerpt is taken from The First
Thousand Years: A Global History of
Christianity, Yale University Press,
2013.
¶ The Feast Day of Saint Thomas is Saturday, July 3rd.
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SHORT NOTES
Ñ We will begin singing the Fifth
Communion Service by Leo Sowerby on Sunday, July 11th. This
is found in The Hymnal 1940 at
#747-749. With it we sing the Old
Scottish Chant Gloria, #739.
Ñ The Revd Deacon Nathan
Sanders was ordained a transitional deacon at the Cathedral of the
Holy Cross on June 12th. He will
serve at St Margaret Mary Parish,
Westwood. Many blessings to all
those ordained priest or deacon at
this season.

Ñ Year’s-mind Masses were offered for Philip Crotty on June
15th and as a memorial for Fred
Jillson on Sunday, June 20th. A
year’s-mind Mass will be offered for parishioner Helen Smith
on Saturday, July 10th and for Fr
George Greenway on Saturday,
July 24th. May they rest in peace.
Ñ Looking ahead: The Feast of
the Transfiguration is Friday, August 6th with Mass in St Theresa
of Ávila Church at 8:30 AM. The
Solemnity of the Assumption is
August 15th, a Sunday this year.
The Assumption Mass is at 11:30
AM and Solemn Evensong and
Benediction at 5:00 PM.

INCUMBENT UPON
THE CITIZENS

Ñ Our parishioner Roger Wootton departed this life June 3rd. A
former Episcopal priest, he had
converted to Catholicism in 2013.
His funeral Mass was celebrated
by Fr Jürgen Liias in St Patrick’s
Church, Stoneham on June 9th.
May he rest in peace.
Ñ A complete set of solemn green
vestments was given anonymously and blessed by Father Bradford
om June 13th.
Ñ The Feast of St Mary Magdalene is Thursday, July 22nd.

T

HE OBSERVANCE OF INDEPENDENCE DAY was
not universally celebrated initially. That is because many American colonists had sided with the
King. But July 4th marks the birth
of our nation as a sovereign state,
and it is incumbent upon the citizens of the United States to observe it with thanksgiving.
Father Bradford
¶ Introductory comments at Mass on
July 4, 2019.
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COVID PROTOCOL
UPDATES (continued)

I

N RESPONSE TO UPDATED
public health guidelines from
the CDC on June 8, 2021, the pandemic state of emergency ended
on June 15, 2021 in Massachusetts. Directives of the Archdiocese of Boston for our parish Mass
procedures are being altered.
There is no need to wait until ten
minutes prior to Mass time to enter the Church. You may enter and
exit from both vestibules. There is
no need for segregated or socially
distanced seating. Missals, service
leaflets, and hymnals are available
for your use.
Although concerns about Covid-19 are substantially lessened,
the threat has not passed altogether. We must continue to exercise
caution. The mask requirement is
lifted. Continue to wear a mask
and practice social distancing in
Church if you feel safer doing so.
People not vaccinated are strongly
recommended to continue wearing masks. At the time of communion the celebrant will continue
to use hand sanitizer and wear a
mask.
Gospel processions will resume.
The offertory collection will resume. Communion in one kind
only continues. There is no coffee
hour/reception after Mass at this
time.
These guidelines recognize the
Mass is a public event. It must be
safe for all people to attend and
not a cause of concern or anxiety.
These policies will be updated in
response to evolving conditions.
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THE WIDOW’S MITE
It is easy for this event of the
widow’s mite to be put at a
safe distance, in a place where
it can make no claim upon us.
Theologians and preachers can
use clever words to describe it
as nothing more than “a paradigm in our folklore.” Leave
it to St Augustine to cut to
the chase. His advice? “Find
out how much God has given
you and from it take what you
need: the remainder which you
do not require is needed by
others.”

H

OLY SCRIPTURE IS
FULL OF SURPRISES. It
tells us the Lord Jesus Christ has
nothing better to do in His zeal
for souls than to sit down opposite the Jerusalem treasury and
watch the crowd put money into
the poor box! Why? Evidently
Almighty God can tell the state of
our souls’ health by whether we
contribute liberally or sparingly,
cheerfully or reluctantly. It is also
obvious from today’s Gospel Jesus notices not only the amount
we contribute, but the heart of the
matter: what principle guides our
action, what our views are in giving, whether we do it to be seen
of men or “as unto the Lord.”

All through Scripture we are
given examples of those individual souls who were generous (and direct) with God.
There is the widow of Zarephath, whose nearly empty jar of
meal and cruse of oil never
gave out after she made a loaf
for Elijah. A favorite Gospel
event shows us what Christ did
for 5000 guests, feeding them
from a boy’s basket lunch. St Paul
praises the Macedonian churches
whose “deep poverty abounded to
the riches of their liberality.”
Our Lord Jesus is gracious! He
requires according to what we
have, never according to what we
have not. So He commends the
widow who, with habitual generosity (for she had no idea God
Incarnate was watching her!) cast
in both her coins, although it was
all her living. Well ... Jesus wants
all my living too. And He wants
yours.
Father Bradford
¶ A sermon preached in St Theresa of
Ávila Church on June 5, 2021.

THE ONGOING
RESULT OF
ORIGINAL SIN

I

F CHRIST IS A PRESENT
EVENT; we meet him every
day. Yet we do not realize it because we are distracted. We meet
him every day. He crosses our path
and calls us friends. But alongside a kind of moved acknowledgment and a vague emotion
that most people feel when they
hear the name Jesus Christ, there
is a hostility towards him today
that there has never been before,
except in the earliest days, when
they crucified him and killed his
martyrs, when they outlawed his
witnesses in the first centuries. It
is a generalized hostility, fed and
produced systematically, so well
supported theoretically that we
get accustomed to it day by day
without realizing it, and this reveals how distracted we are. And
when we do realize it—and this
is worse—we pretend not to hear
and not to see; we don’t consider
it important. …
This hatred characterizes human history. It is as it were, the
ongoing result of original sin
in human history. It articulates
and becomes concrete day by
day, through all the powers, as
an enormously evil and mendacious possibility. For it is power
that takes up and personifies this
possibility, gives it life, intelligence, and weapons, and makes a
wicked plan of it. It is in this hatred that the father of lies works,
making use of all the powers, that
father of lies described by Jesus
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when he speaks of Satan to the
Pharisees. Hatred for Jesus is the
theme necessary for every power
that does not consciously draw its
humble and dramatic origin from
obedience to the supreme power
of the Father. …
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A CIVIL ORDER CLEARLY ROOTED IN
THE JUDEO-CHRISTIAN TRADITION

In this state of affairs, which
would be the norm without God’s
intervention, the initiative of
Christ present continually makes
his people live and renews it.
Msgr Luigi Giussani
¶ This excerpt is taken from “A New
People in History for the Human Glory
of Christ” in a volume titled Generating
Traces in the History of the World, Montreal: McGill-Queens University Press,
2010. Servant of God Msgr Giussani
(1922-2005) was a wellknown Italian
priest, theologian, and educator.

O
OUR SUMMER
ALTAR FLOWER
chart is available on a clipboard
for sign up after Mass on Sundays. Choose any dates appropriate for family anniversaries, etc.
Two arrangements of a substantial
size are needed for the high altar. If you prefer, sign up for one
smaller arrangement for the Marian altar. Or both! Flowers may
be from your local florist, or your
own garden, and you may take
them home.

NE OF THE MOST
memorable aspects of my
pastoral visit to the United States
was the opportunity it afforded
me to reflect on America’s historical experience of religious
freedom, and specifically the relationship between religion and
culture. At the heart of every culture, whether perceived or not, is
a consensus about the nature of
reality and the moral good, and
thus about the conditions for human flourishing. In America, that
consensus, as enshrined in your
nation’s founding documents,
was grounded in a worldview
shaped not only by faith but a
commitment to certain ethical
principles deriving from nature
and nature’s God. Today that
consensus has eroded significant-

ly in the face of powerful new cultural currents which are not only
directly opposed to core moral
teachings of the Judeo-Christian
tradition, but increasingly hostile
to Christianity as such.
For her part, the Church in the
United States is called, in season
and out of season, to proclaim a
Gospel which not only proposes
unchanging moral truths but proposes them precisely as the key
to human happiness and social
prospering (cf. Gaudium et Spes,
10). To the extent that some current cultural trends contain elements that would curtail the proclamation of these truths, whether
constricting it within the limits
of a merely scientific rationality,
or suppressing it in the name of
political power or majority rule,
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they represent a threat not just to
Christian faith, but also to humanity itself and to the deepest truth
about our being and ultimate vocation, our relationship to God.
When a culture attempts to suppress the dimension of ultimate
mystery, and to close the doors to
transcendent truth, it inevitably
becomes impoverished and falls
prey, as the late Pope John Paul II
so clearly saw, to reductionist and
totalitarian readings of the human
person and the nature of society.
With her long tradition of respect
for the right relationship between
faith and reason, the Church has
a critical role to play in countering cultural currents which, on the
basis of an extreme individualism,
seek to promote notions of freedom detached from moral truth.
Our tradition does not speak from
blind faith, but from a rational
perspective which links our commitment to building an authentically just, humane and prosperous
society to our ultimate assurance
that the cosmos is possessed of
an inner logic accessible to human reasoning. The Church’s defense of a moral reasoning based
on the natural law is grounded on
her conviction that this law is not
a threat to our freedom, but rather
a “language” which enables us to
understand ourselves and the truth
of our being, and so to shape a
more just and humane world. She
thus proposes her moral teaching
as a message not of constraint but
of liberation, and as the basis for
building a secure future.
The Church’s witness, then, is
of its nature public: she seeks to
convince by proposing rational arguments in the public square. The

legitimate separation of Church
and State cannot be taken to
mean that the Church must be silent on certain issues, nor that the
State may choose not to engage,
or be engaged by, the voices of
committed believers in determining the values which will shape
the future of the nation.
In the light of these considerations, it is imperative that the
entire Catholic community in
the United States come to realize
the grave threats to the Church’s
public moral witness presented
by a radical secularism which
finds increasing expression in the
political and cultural spheres. ...
No one who looks at these issues realistically can ignore the
genuine difficulties which the
Church encounters at the present
moment. Yet in faith we can take
heart from the growing awareness of the need to preserve a
civil order clearly rooted in the
Judeo-Christian tradition, as well
as from the promise offered by
a new generation of Catholics
whose experience and convictions will have a decisive role in
renewing the Church’s presence
and witness in American society.
The hope which these “signs of
the times” give us is itself a reason to renew our efforts to mobilize the intellectual and moral
resources of the entire Catholic
community in the service of the
evangelization of American culture and the building of the civilization of love.
Pope Benedict XVI
¶ This address was given to the U.S.
bishops on their ad limina visit to the
Vatican on January 19, 2012. His Holiness Benedict XVI reigned as pope from
2005-2013.

WHILE WE ARE
STILL WAYFARERS

T

O RESTORE MAN, who,
had been laid low by sin, to
the heights of divine glory, the
Word of the eternal Father, though
containing all things within his
immensity, willed to become
small. This he did; not by putting
aside his greatness, but by taking
to himself our littleness. No one
can say that he is unable to grasp
the teaching of heavenly wisdom.
Faith is a certain foretaste of
that knowledge which is to make
us happy in the life to come. The
Apostle says in Hebrews 11:1 that
faith is the substance of things to
be hoped for, as though implying that faith is already, in some
preliminary way, inaugurating in
us the things that are to be hoped
for, that is, future beatitude. Our
Lord has taught us that this beatif-
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THE CONGREGATION
OF SAINT ATHANASIUS
The Revd.
Richard Sterling Bradford,
Chaplain
Saint Lawrence Church
774 Boylston Ave.
Chestnut Hill, Mass.
(Parking lot behind the church)
Sundays 11:30 AM
Fellowship and Coffee in the
Undercroft after Mass
(Fellowship suspended for now)

SOLEMN EVENSONG
AND
BENEDICTION OF THE
BLESSED SACRAMENT

Rectory:
767 West Roxbury Pkwy.
Boston, MA 02132-2121
Tel/Fax: (617) 325-5232
congregationstathanasius.com

Sunday, July 25, 2021
5:00 PM
A reception will follow this service.
July 25th is the Feast Day of Saint James the Apostle, known as Saint
James “the Greater” because he, along with St. John and St. Peter,
shared in an especially close relationship with Christ.

ic knowledge has to do with two
truths, namely, the divinity of the
Blessed Trinity and the humanity
of Christ. That is why, addressing
the Father, he says: This is eternal
life: that they may know you, the
only true God, and Jesus Christ
whom you have sent. All the
knowledge imparted by faith turns
about these two points, the divinity of the Trinity and the humanity
of Christ. This should cause us no
surprise: the humanity of Christ is
the way by which we come to the
divinity. Therefore, while we are

still wayfarers, we ought to know
the road leading to our goal. In
the heavenly fatherland adequate
thanks would not be rendered to
God if men had no knowledge of
the way by which they are saved.
This is the meaning of our Lord’s
words to his disciples: Where I am
going, you know the way.
Saint Thomas Aquinas
¶ This is an excerpt taken from the Shorter Summa, St Thomas' own concise version of his Summa Theologica, published
in an edition by Sophia Institute Press,
2002.

SATURDAY MASS IN
THE ORDINARIATE
FORM

Celebrated each week at 8:00 AM
at the Marian altar in St Theresa of
Ávila Church, 2078 Centre St, West
Roxbury. Enter the main church via
the pavilion or the St Theresa Avenue
side doors.

CONTRA MUNDUM

The name of our parish paper comes
from the Latin phrase, “Athanasius
contra mundum,” meaning “Athanasius against the world.” Our patron
saint stood firmly for the fullness of
the faith. Fr. Bradford and the Congregation of Saint Athanasius have
published this paper monthly since
1998. To receive it by mail, send your
address to the editor, Susan Russo, at
sjrusso@icloud.com or write to Fr
Bradford at the rectory. All issues are
on our website under Parish Paper.
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St. Lawrence Church
774 Boylston Street (Route 9)
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
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The Congregation of St. Athanasius
10 St. Theresa Avenue
West Roxbury, MA 02132
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Directions by Public Transportation: From Kenmore Square station, board Bus #60, which stops
in front of the Church. Alternatively, the Church is
a 15-minute walk from the Cleveland Circle station on the Green Line C branch.

Boylston St. (Rte 9)
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Directions by Car from Boston: From Stuart/
Kneeland St, turn left onto Park Plaza. Drive for
0.2 miles. Park Plaza becomes St James Avenue.
Drive for 0.3 miles. Turn slight left onto ramp.
Drive for 0.1 miles. Go straight on Route 9. Drive
for 3.5 miles. Turn left onto Heath Street. Drive
for 0.1 miles. Go straight on Reservoir Road.
Drive for 0.1 miles. The parking lot is on your
right.
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Directions by Car from the North or South:
Route 128 to Route 9. At the signal for Reservoir
Road, take the right; the Church parking lot is a
short distance on the left.
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Parking is in the church parking lot behind the
Church. Use 30 Reservoir Road, Chestnut Hill
02467 for your GPS.
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St Lawrence Church

Brookline
Reservoir

